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LOT NO: DESCRIPTION BID NO SOLD PRICE 

1 Zetor 7045 tractor 4WD with slasher     

2 Lot of square tube hot house frame     

3 Lot of mixed hardwood     

4 Roll of black poly tube     

5 Lot of star pickets     

6 Lot of steel irrigation pipe     

7 Large lot simplex irrigation pipe     

8 Mixed lot corro and star pickets     

9 1/2 keg + pressure fitting     

10 Timber under iron     

11 
Box trailer unreg 5/94 (vin 
6TANDGAUTR103834)     

12 Stock Crate for trailer     

13 Hot house Loops     

14 Lot of galvanised pipe     

15 Lot of PVC pipe     

16 Lot of 3 aluminium pipes     

17 Arched galvanised bars     

18 Hot house frame     

19 Lot of Reo     

20 Hot house hoops     

21 steel panel     

22 Lister engine + pump     

23 Assorted tie wire     

24 Hot house frame     

25 Large quanity PVC hydroponic pipe     

26 Steel trough     

27 Crate of tubor pots     

28 bath tub     

29 Carry all & bin     
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30 Concrete laundry trough     

31 Enamel green bathtub     

32 Ford Econovan full of shadecloth     

33 Disc plough 3 point     

34 Old cement mixer     

35 Lifting jib     

36 Tynes Massey Ferguson Tea 20     

37 Bed Maker     

38 Chizel Plough     

39 Lot of bench legs     

40 Lot of irrigation pipe     

41 Lot of irrigation pipe     

42 Lot of irrigation pipe     

43 Lot of irrigation pipe     

44 Lot of irrigation pipe     

45 Lot of irrigation pipe     

46 Lot of irrigation pipe     

47 Lot of irrigation pipe     

48 Lot of irrigation pipe     

49 Lot of irrigation pipe     

50 Lot of irrigation pipe     

51 Lot of irrigation pipe     

52 Lot of small gates     

53 Lot of star pickets     

54 Lot of Droppers     

55 Lot of Droppers     

56 Lot of Droppers     

57 Lot of wire     

58 2 x trusses     
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59 Pair of gates     

60 6 steel posts     

61 Foam box of stuff     

62 steel gate     

63 lot of fence split posts     

63A lot of fence split posts     

64 Lot of torneau bars     

65 Pair of steel ramps     

66 Paddock harrows     

67 Barbecue plough disc plate     

68 3 stainless sinks     

69 Betta bilt tyrnes     

70 Pipe crush     

71 Irrigation galvanised stands     

72 Mixed ag pipes with bar     

73 Small tyres     

74 Lot wire     

75 Lot gal square roof frames     

76 Poly pipes     

77 Gal hot house frame & wire     

78 gal fence strainer     

79 Shade cloth     

80 Gate     

81 Ladder Brackets     

82 Cement Blocks     

83 Grinding stone     

84 Spreader + bits     

85 Poly pipes     

86 Foot Valve     
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87 Chain & Hook     

88 Koppers Logs     

89 Lot Hardwood     

90 gal fence panels      

91 gal pipe lot     

92 lot of hebel panels     

93 wheelbarrow bucket     

94 gate valves on gal pipe     

95 rolls of wire     

96 foot valve 2 inch     

97 drum stand     

98 gal pipe lot     

99 gal frame     

100 bollards     

101 Mulch hay x 20 rolls each     

102 6 round bales rye & pasture     

103 lot trim deck     

104 lot trim deck     

105 Hot house frame     

106 Freezer at door     

107 Meat safe     

108 guages on meat safe     

109 pine noggers     

110 brass head head and foot     

111 billies     

112 lot fishing rods     

113 box tiles     

114 blue pump cond unknown     

115 davey pump with pressure     
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116 davey pump      

117 davey pump     

118 bucket pipe joiners     

119 steel box of bits on rail     

120 steel shelves with content individual     

121 copper and stand     

122 ball from ball and chain     

123 fence palings     

124 3 boxes ag fittings poly     

125 3 boxes ag fittings gal     

126 bundle of wire holders     

127 lot mixed antique tools     

128 old rubber bucket     

129 antique yolks     

130 assortment of boards     

131 wheel barrow handles     

132 wheel barrow handles     

133 5 brackets     

134 5 brackets     

135 shelf of ornaments     

136 witches hat     

137 antique tool heads     

138 roll of shade cloth 50% 70 %     

139 mixed lot      

140 timber and gal box mixed     

141 mixed lot of fertiliser     

142 roll of tee tape new     

143 fuel drum and plastic bottle     

144 pvc pipe and flu cap     
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145 chain dogs     

146 table of mixed     

147 drum pump as is     

148 pipe vices x 2     

149 roll shade cloth     

150 high pressure pipe and     

151 box landscaping nails     

152 box strawberry punnetts new     

153 bin of light bayonette fittings     

154 old bike rack     

155 lot of western red ceder     

156 lot of mixed timber     

157 box of mixed bolts     

158 box of mixed tools     

159 2 x timber step ladders     

160 hardwood ladder     

161 pipe cutter     

162 rope blocks     

163 pair of antique blow torches     

164 4 fence strainers antique     

165 antique tool lot with leads     

166 pair antique winches     

167 4 sash clamps     

168 mixed box under bench(green)     

169 tray of roof screw seals     

170 ammo box of bits     

171 1"' gal pipe joiners     

172 foam box mixed     

173 foam box tools     
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174 bucket poly fittings     

175 old plant stand table and box     

176 box pipe clamps     

177 box hinges     

178 box kambrook light knives     

179 box old door handles     

180 box hooks and letter box     

181 box post insulators     

182 box ceramic insulators     

183 box mixed funnells     

184 box saddles     

185 venturi in red basket     

186 white tiles and grout     

186a old bench & vice      

187 foam box 2" poly fittings     

188 bin 2" poly fittings     

189 boxes of mixed poly fittings     

190 pedastal belt and disc sander     

191 trailer pipe hitch     

192 onga pump as is     

193 davey new pressure cylinder 24 018p     

194 Lot of timber in roof     

195 insectocuter     

196 cupboard complete florist supply     

197 grease guns as is     

198 electric fence insulator     

199 star pickets caps     

200 mixed shovels      

201 mixed pulley     
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202 mixed bolts     

203 lot of urea bags in wardrobe new     

204 mixed shade cloth on wardrobe     

205 wardrobe and contents     

206 brown timber shelf and contents     

207 white timber shelf and contents     

208 lot of farm gate hinges     

209 lot of kubota mower blades     

210 2 boxes galvanised fittings     

211 honda 216d motor for parts     

211a old wardrobe      

212 lot of mixed tiles     

213 bucket of nuts     

214 box of gal building ties     

215 antique rollocks     

216 foam box bits     

217 wooden box bits     

218 respirator     

219 3 boxes gal sprinkler parts     

220 3 mixed foam boxes     

221 fire hose and reel     

222 on top of cool room - fluro lights     

223 mixed timber     

224 awning     

225 large d shackle     

226 timber shelves and contents     

227 masonite and timber     

228 2 water pumps     

229 assorted sprinklers     
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230 pto pump     

231 bucket of chain white     

232 bucket of chain black     

233 box mixed      

234 2 pumps and parts     

235 4 boxed gal pipe joiners     

236 fish tank stand     

237 mixed shade cloth      

238 roll plastic hot house     

239 roll hot house plastic     

240 roll hot house plastic     

241 roll tie wire     

241a mixed flashing      

242 box of sprinkler heads     

243 box nails     

244 tape gate and hook     

245 globes     

246 box poly fittings     

247 box jar and hardware     

248 box washers      

249 box belts     

250 box nuts     

251 bucket hinges     

252 shelf unit     

253 box poly fittings     

254 mixed lot of fence & rod     

255 bucket poly fittings     

256 shelf unit & contents     

257 electric fence kit     
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258 bucket & bits     

259 bucket & box tools     

260 lot of buckets     

261 lot of buckets     

262 lot of buckets     

263 lot of buckets     

264 lot of buckets     

265 lot of buckets     

266 lot of buckets     

267 lot of buckets     

268 lot of buckets     

269 lot of buckets     

270 lot of buckets     

271 round table & chairs     

272 backpack sprayer     

273       

274       

275       

276       

277       

278       

279       

280       

281       

282 stainless steel andersons milk vat with pump     

283       

284 hundreds of mixed flower pots     

285 roll pvc pipe     

286 mixed steel rod lot     
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287 hundreds of mixed posts to 6 inch & tie wire     

288 outside mixed earthernware pots     

289 electric fence reels     

290 mixed shade cloth     

291 3 picket fence panel & posts     

292 lot of alluminium irigation 2 inch     

293 top hat     

294 mixed lot     

295 green pressure hose     

296 assorted corrogated iron     

297 ladder rack and gate and rubber mat     

298 rolls of barb wire     

299 8 rolls 1 mtr flower wire x each     

300 1 roll animal wire     

301 2 roll 1.8mtr flower wire     

302 pile corn dropper seed plates     

303 garden shed bits     

304 3 point 48 inch rotary hoe howard     

305 mixed corro and fence     

306 yard machine 22 inch cut mower     

307 victa mower     

308 pipe bender and bits     

309 sylvan pump     

310 2 x back pack sprayers     

311 blue back pack sprayer     

312 street light and hose red     

313 bucket poly pipe and fittings     

314 tap with poly fittings     

315 backback spray unit     
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316 bucket bolts     

317 back pack spray unit     

318 hose red     

319 foam box bits     

320 whirly bird x 2     

321 whirly bird x 2     

322 whirly bird x 2     

323 whirly bird x 2     

324 wire roll stand & 1 & 1/2 rolls wire     

325 lot of gates     

326 fence panel     

327 qty ant cap     

328 aliminium and perspex doors     

329 rover mulcher as is     

330 2 x tophat     

331 parkland 625 mower and catcher     

332 steel tipping trailer for mower     

333 poly tipping trailer     

334 fertiliser spreader     

335 postie bike     

336 stihl whipper snipper     

337 aeriens zoom 2148 zero turn     

338 diesel motor in frame     

339 kudu camper trailer 2003 model     

340 
6/85 mazda truck E2000 dual cab                        
(c/no SDYOE1502821) ( 407428km)     

341 lot of pavers     

342 lot of pavers     

343 lot of bricks     

344 12  HP honda motor     
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345 
Berends post rammer 3 point hydraulic cable 
drive     

346 Ford backhoe with 2  buckets     

347 

Rhino 4wd tractor 4 in 1, 30hp book shows, 
396hrs, 3 range box with 4.6 slasher, 18 month 
rebuild     

348 
Vintage Hinomoto MB tractor driven to sight 
with rotary hoe (hand books)     

349 Zetor 5211 tractor for parts     

350 Ford  16hp 4wd tractor hydrostatic     

351 viper gurney     

 


